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Pine Hollow Road Complete Streets Feasibility Study
Draft Round 1 Project Outreach Summary
1. Introduction

The City of Concord was awarded a Caltrans Sustainable Transportation Planning Grant to conduct a
Complete Streets Feasibility Study ("Study") along Pine Hollow Road. The study will identify, evaluate, and
recommend strategies to enhance bicycle and pedestrian safety, auto circulation, residential and school
access, and trail connectivity along a 2.2-mile segment of Pine Hollow Road/Alberta Way from Clayton Valley
Charter High School to Mount Diablo Elementary School. The study will include a robust public engagement
process that captures the needs of a diverse set of users and planning entities, as well as detailed
transportation analysis to develop design alternatives that incorporate Complete Streets elements and
improvements along the corridor.
The first round of outreach occurred between June – August 2021 and consisted of three main components:
1. Advisory Group walk audit
2. Stakeholder interviews
3. Online community survey
The project team convened the Advisory Group in June and held an in-person walk audit to identify
opportunities and constraints along the project corridor. The project team also conducted five stakeholder
interviews on an on-going basis between June to August to understand mobility needs from diverse
stakeholders along the corridor. The stakeholder interviews and Advisory group meetings involved
stakeholders from nearby schools; local quarries; representatives from Contra Costa County; and other
community leaders and organizations familiar with multimodal needs within the study area. An online
community survey was initiated in July and distributed through Advisory Group and City networks to collect
input on community-identified transportation needs along the corridor.
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2. Advisory Group Meeting and Walk Audit

The City of Concord formed an Advisory Group to build partnerships with key project corridor stakeholders and
begin the process of community outreach and engagement. The members, shown in Table 1, are comprised of
stakeholders identified by the project team to reach a diverse set of corridor users and provide effective
feedback on the goals and objectives of the study.
Table 1: Advisory Group Members

Organization
Bike Concord
Bike Concord
City of Concord Public Works
City of Clayton
Clayton Valley Charter High School
County Connection
County Connection
Highlands Elementary School
Mt. Diablo Elementary School
Pine Hollow Middle School

Representative
Claire Linder
Ali Hatefi
Reina Schwartz (City Manager)
Sunny Shergill (Staff Lead)
Ruby Horta (Director of Planning and Marketing)
Melody Reebs (Manager of Planning)
Ryan Sheehy (Principal)
Katie Sanchez (Principal)
Benjamin Campopiano (Principal)

In the first round of engagement, the project team held an initial meeting and conducted a walk audit with the
Advisory Group members on June 28, 2021. Group members were provided with background materials
describing the project corridor and study prior to the meeting. At the kick off meeting, all Advisory Group
organizations were present and were provided with a more detailed understanding of
The walk audit that followed was held at three different locations along Pine Hollow Road/Alberta Way and
discussion was driven by Advisory Group members familiar with existing challenges and opportunities for
improvement at each segment.
Segment 1: The first station was set at Pine Hollow Middle School and led by Ben Campopiano and Ryan
Sheehy to discuss intersections around Pine Hollow Middle School and Highlands Elementary School.
Segment 2: The project team then walked to the second station at Mt. Diablo Elementary School, where
Reina J. Schwartz and Katie Sanchez provided input regarding the City of Clayton portion of Pine Hollow
Road and intersections related to Mt. Diablo Elementary School.
Segment 3: The last station took place at Clayton Valley High School where Sunny Shergill led the
discussion covering intersections from Ygnacio Valley Road to Greenmeadow Drive/Park Highlands
Boulevard.
Other Advisory Group members in attendance provided feedback at multiple locations during the walk audit.
Images from the initial meeting and walk audit are provided in Appendix A.

2.1 Walk Audit Findings
The Advisory Group walk audit identified the following concerns and issues. A common theme along all
segments is that the corridor contains inadequate pedestrian facilities, has speeding challenges, and is
generally not perceived as conducive to walking or biking. Due to the number of schools located along each
segment, safety concerns are most prevalent during drop-off and pick-up school times. All schools that
OCTOBER 2021
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participated in the walk audit, except for Clayton Valley Charter High School, noted concerns about truck
traffic. Meanwhile, all schools that participated in the walk audit, except for Mt. Diablo Elementary School,
noted the need to improve ingress and egress safety.
Meeting Location for Segment 1: Pine Hollow Middle School (5522 Pine Hollow Road)
Transit
Activity

Currently, County Connection runs one bus during the school year to Pine Hollow
Middle School, serving roughly 20 students. The bus stop is located west of the
driveway entrance to Pine Hollow Middle School closest to Pennsylvania Avenue.
Location impacts sight distance for drivers exiting the school driveway to see and react
to speeding drivers. Students also have to cross the driveway to head to school.
Highlands Elementary School uses 1 to 2 buses per school year, used by roughly 15
special education students.

Pedestrian
Activity

Children walking to school from Pine Hollow Road to Highlands Elementary School are
usually accompanied by parents. The north side of the road was said to be safer for
pedestrians than the southern portion by Krona Lane.
Children arriving from Clayton Road to Highlands Elementary School typically walk by
themselves, less need for parental assistance.
There is a school guard for Highlands Elementary School that is funded directly by the
school.
School crossing signs placed near Pennsylvania Boulevard get ignored or moved.
A pedestrian-vehicle accident involving a student was noted at Pennsylvania
Boulevard.
No sidewalk across the street from Pine Hollow Middle School. Leads to jaywalking and
further potential vehicle-pedestrian conflicts during drop-off/pick-up times.
Unfinished sidewalk noted near Pine Hollow Middle School driveway entrance closest
to Pennsylvania Avenue.
Crosswalk at Indiana Drive is not very visible.

Auto/Traffic
Circulation
Activity

All-day truck traffic exiting from Kaiser Quarry Road tends to slow down traffic. Trucks
turning left at higher speeds pose safety concerns.
Speeding throughout the segment was noted by both school principals. Cars travelling
eastbound past Pennsylvania Avenue face an incline, so tend to speed up when
crossing Highland Elementary School. Westbound drivers crossing Pine Hollow Middle
School going downhill are also speeding.
Pine Hollow Middle School noted issues with queues along the middle lane, U-turns,
and parking at loading stop.
Sunrise hours during the fall pose visibility concerns for drivers heading eastbound.
Queue goes both ways along Pine Hollow Road.
Staggered start and end times for both schools in the segment to account for traffic
circulation.
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Pine Hollow Middle School driveway exit closest to Indiana Drive is challenging due to
cars waiting at yellow curb zone near driveway, students walking on sidewalk and
crossing the street, and high speed drivers.
Resident concerns about parking on Krona Lane and other side streets as an unofficial
Highlands Elementary School drop-off/pick-up location due to traffic and limited area
space by the school. Highlands Elementary is currently working with Concord PD on
this issue.
Tree noted near Pine Hollow Middle School driveway entrance closest to Pennsylvania
Avenue impacts ability for cars exiting the school driveway to see and react to
speeding drivers.
Stop sign with flashing lights was deemed a helpful addition.
Biking
Activity

Small percentage of students ride or walk to school as it’s deemed dangerous by
parents.
No bicycle lanes exist on segment.

Meeting Location for Segment 2: NE corner of Mt. Zion Drive and Pine Hollow Road
Transit
Activity

No County Connection bus stop on Pine Hollow Road segment.

Pedestrian
Activity

Roughly 30 children walk to school.

No busing, with the exception of 2 daycare buses/shuttles.
Parts of the sidewalk in the segment are uneven or cracked, missing ADA ramps, not
continuous, etc.
Very few crosswalks going across Pine Hollow Road.
Fatal pedestrian-truck conflict occurred near the Mitchell Canyon intersection outside
of study corridor. Thus, the quarry and school jointly pay for a crossing guard at that
location and at Tiffin Drive/Mt Zion Drive/Pine Hollow Road intersection.
Could use a crosswalk along Four Oaks Lane/Mt. Zion Drive closer to the school.

Auto/Traffic
Circulation
Activity

Curb-to-curb width narrows near Concord’s city limits.
Truck traffic fairly heavy during drop-off times, coming from Mitchell Canyon Road and
heading to Clayton Road.
Lack of setbacks at several intersections may pose stopping sight distance or visibility
issues.
Drop-off for k-2nd grade is located along Mt Zion Drive. Starting this fall, cars will
bypass the loop and make a left at Four Oaks Lane to exit.
Drop-offs for 3rd – 5th grade students are on Pine Hollow Road along the northeast
curb area. To access this, cars travel east down Pine Hollow Rd, turn right on Pine
Hollow Court, use the southern entrance of the visitor/staff parking lot, loop to the
northern exit, and then use most of the right lane as the drop-off location.
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Only traffic on Pine Hollow Court comes from the few residential properties and
church at the end of the street. Active coordination between the school and church.
Pine Hollow Court will be widened to 12 ft each way
Biking
Activity

Sharrows in both directions located between Atchinson Stage Road and Classic Way.
Roughly 20-30 children ride their bikes to school.
Many bikers and pedestrians use the pathway through the school back gate or through
the back fields and then use the edge of school grounds as a makeshift pathway.

Meeting Location for Segment 3: Ygnacio Valley Christian School Driveway (1092 Alberta Way)
Transit
Activity

No bus service except for special education busses.

Pedestrian
Activity

Missing sidewalk on the west side of Alberta Way in front of the high school. However,
students coming from Clayton Road access campus through the student parking lot.

Bus service is on Clayton Road.

Missing crosswalk from parking lot at Alberta Way/Academy Road intersection.
Very few pedestrians (roughly 20-30 pedestrians).
Currently, school staff try to control pedestrian flow across Alberta Way by activating
crosswalk signal at intervals.
Jaywalking occurs at multiple locations along Alberta Way.
Auto/Traffic
Circulation
Activity

Drivers use the roadway along this segment and the side streets as a shortcut between
Ygnacio Valley Road and Clayton Road, often at high speeds.
School crossing sign is partially hidden. No school speed limit sign near the high school.
Ygnacio Valley Road/Alberta Way intersection needs better directional lanes.
Traffic on Academy Road surges during football games and other similar events.
Safety concerns making a left from Academy Road onto Alberta Way if drivers are
speeding and cars are temporarily parked along the west side of Alberta Way.
Drivers drive down the middle lane on Alberta Way for long stretches. Close calls
regarding potential head-on and sideswipe crashes witnessed.
Concord PD is placing restrictions on side street parking due to frequent student use.
Limited student parking on campus although most students drive to campus. Offcampus parking available at 2 locations (Lucky’s and Boatwright Sports Complex). Car
accidents near Boatwright are typically caused by students as well.
Risky driving behaviors take place during PM peak period as drivers rush to leave
school premises.
Some confusion regarding drop-off/parking lot circulation, particularly during the
beginning of a new academic year.
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Red Cross across the high school may be used as additional campus/class space in the
future. If so, the number of student crossings along Alberta Way is expected to
increase.
Parking lot exit closest to Lightwood Drive is right-turn only, which is not adhered to
closely.
Confusion near crosswalk near Lightwood Drive since drivers assume there is a stop
sign along Alberta Way near that the crosswalk.
Biking
Activity

Very few cyclists (roughly 20-30 students) and no bicycle lanes present.

In addition to the above comments received during the walk audit, Advisory Group members provided
additional input to improving bicycle and pedestrian facilities along the project corridor. These are provided
in Appendix B.
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3. Stakeholder Interviews

The project team reached out to various project corridor stakeholders who are active users of Pine Hollow
Road/Alberta Way or highly familiar with ongoing concerns and initiatives relevant to a Complete Streets
project along the corridor. The project team was able to connect with California State University East Bay
Concord campus, Ygnacio Valley Christian School, CEMEX USA, Contra Costa County, Hanson Aggregates
West Inc., and Street Smarts Diablo/511 Contra Costa.
The project team attempted to reach the Dana Farms residential community but was not able to connect
with a representative during this initial round of outreach.

3.1 California State University (CSU) East Bay Concord Campus
June 15, 2021 – Phone Call – Brenda Amaral, Saravana Suthanthira, Apple Loveless

The project team met with Brenda Amaral, who is the new campus parking director for the CSU Concord
Campus. Brenda provided an overview of traffic circulation and parking at the campus, as well as current and
future conditions that relate to circulation and access via Pine Hollow Road.
Regarding traffic arriving to and from Pine Hollow Road, there was a study completed in 2007 under the
previous director that likely supported the claim that Pine Hollow Road and campus roads are used as
shortcut/cut-through roads. However, the facilities team is currently unable to find the supporting data.
Regarding demand and mode of access, the study also included previous research identifying specific
peak AM and PM hours, and the modes students used to travel to campus. However, the data used to
develop the study for the shuttle program cannot be found (as noted above).
Regarding current and future demands on available parking, the Campus currently has 894 parking stalls
available. Per the Director, the number of classes being offered all depends on what the campus can
accommodate. At this time, they are primarily providing Nursing courses and they are very limited with
very limited number of students. They don't foresee this changing any time soon.
Regarding safety, there hasn't been any concerns nor issues from our Concord Campus Community
regarding their access reaching campus via Pine Hollow Road either while driving, biking or walking.

3.2 Ygnacio Valley Christian School

August 31, 2021 – In-Person – Ilyn Kagawan, Saravana Suthanthira

The project team met with Ilyn Kagawan, principal for Ygnacio Valley Christian School (YVCS), to understand
the context and traffic issues related to YVCS school operations.
The school has approximately 120 students. They do not have an entrance from Ygnacio Valley Road and
the only access to the school and church is from Alberta Way. Expressed interest in an entrance from
Ygnacio Valley Road to alleviate the bottleneck created by traffic from the high school and middle school.
Since Clayton Valley High School changed their schedule to start at 8:30 a.m. (it was 8:00 a.m. in previous
years) to 3:05 p.m. (used to be 2:35 p.m.), YVCS has adjusted their schedule as well to 8:45 a.m. – 3:30
p.m. to stagger arrival/dismissal times.
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3.3 CEMEX
July 16, 2021 – Virtual Meeting – Debbie (Haldeman) Wells, Saravana Suthanthira
The project team met with Debbie Haldeman, Director, Government Affairs & Communications at CEMEX
USA to discuss existing conditions, access, and circulation. The following information was provided:
CEMEX is the quarry owner; trucks are the customers.
Operating hours per permit run from 7 a.m. to 6 p.m. However, they try to cut down operations by 3 or 4
p.m.
They emphasize traffic safety requirements with all clients/truck companies and like to work with
neighbors for their safety. When quarry first opened, no houses were around.
Trucks currently do not have permission to travel on Pine Hollow Road. They need to go directly to
Clayton Road.
They are interested in doing a “truck and touch safety awareness program” with the school and are
interested in any joint coordination efforts, as part of the outreach efforts of this study.
The Reclamation Plan, which discusses quarry closure, is being updated.

3.4 Contra Costa County

July 29, 2021 – Phone Call – Francisco Avila, Saravana Suthanthira, Apple Loveless

The project team met with Francisco Avila, Principal Planner at Contra Costa County and lead for the County
File #’s LP15-2030/31 (CEMEX project) to discuss the two quarries south of Pine Hollow Road – Hanson
Aggregates and CEMEX USA. This discussion provided context for further conversations with the quarries. Key
points are highlighted below:
The quarries have been here for over 60 or 70 years and they have permits that reflect that. Not many
limits placed on truck traffic. Only limits are hours of operation.
Vehicle trips are currently market driven – and the pandemic has seen an increase in truck traffic.
Hanson Aggregates plans to expand in a few years, no concrete details yet.
CEMEX has two applications active now with the land use department. They are entitled to operate for
another 100 years. They are asking to go deeper rather than wider for more pure material – this will cutdown the life of the quarry to 45+ years.
Francisco has reached out to both operators about the study.
Access Restrictions: Hanson Aggregates uses Pine Hollow Road to go west, but CEMEX only crosses the
Pine Hollow Road intersection with Mitchell Canyon Road and heads to Clayton Road.
Dust from truck traffic has been cited as a regular issue – the quarries have made some operational
improvements, including washing the trucks to minimize dust.
They strive to be good neighbors

3.5 Hanson Aggregates West Inc., Clayton Plant
August 12, 2021 – Virtual Meeting – Marc McNeil, Tina Lau, Andrea Selvog, Mark Weiler Saravana
Suthanthira, Apple Loveless
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The project team met with Tina Lau, Andrea Selvog, Marc McNeil, and Mark Weiler from Hanson Aggregates
to discuss existing and anticipated use and potential improvements along Pine Hollow Road, as well as
additional input that will help inform the study.
General operations:
•

Operating permit allows plant to open Monday – Saturday from 6 a.m. to 10:30 p.m.
Customer traffic is allowed between 7 a.m. and 6:30 p.m. Monday to Saturday. Most
Saturdays there is no truck traffic unless there are large local jobs or emergency projects. No
restrictions are placed on truck traffic, and they receive several hundred trucks every day.
Their sales group is in charge of communicating the daily supply or what to expect to both
the drivers (sent via email) and to the plant staff on expected number of trucks.

•

Customers are local to the Bay Area. Site is open for processing at 7 a.m. but sometimes
trucks line up in front of the gate at Pine Hollow Road much earlier than the opening hours.

Community Engagement:
•

Hanson Quarry has a street sweeper that comes several times a day to help maintain
cleanliness of the roadway. They also meet with the board of various communities near
Kaiser Quarry Road to help with landscaping and cleanliness on an annual basis.

•

They participate in students site visits and invite neighbors to come by and talk with them.
Discussed crossing guards with Highlands Elementary approximately two years ago.

Suggested challenges and potential improvements from Hanson Aggregates:
•

Pine Hollow Road is very narrow from Missouri Drive to Pine Hollow Middle School.
Suggested widening the road through this area, dedicating a through lane for those going to
the schools and another lane allowing residents to turn on one of the streets to the south,
such as Camino Solano, Mardon Court, Kaiser Quarry Road, or Krona Lane.

•

Suggested constructing a “Suicide Lane” where those who needed to turn left, coming from
either direction, could do so. Striping has been changed on the current set-up coming out of
Kaiser Quarry Road to the West from what it used to be. Now there is an island painted
where a dedicated lane used to be for that traffic (mainly for customer trucks) to merge with
other traffic flowing from east to west on Pine Hollow Road.

•

Pine Hollow Road crosswalk and roadway striping could be better maintained.

•

Consider placement of a blinking stop sign at the entrance to Pine Hollow Road from Kaiser
Quarry Road to better alert drivers stop limit lines and crosswalk. Additionally, consider
installing blinking lights that are activated by a crosswalk switch/push button

•

Consider installing larger signs on Ygnacio Valley Road stating the Concord Municipal Codes
for Large Trucks not accessing Pine Hollow until after 7:00am. Also consider improving
signage so that truck customers access the right quarries without having to drive between
Kaiser Quarry Road and Mitchell Canyon Road.

•

A tree on the southwest corner of Kaiser Quarry Road blocks the view of any traffic coming
out of that intersection.

3.6 Street Smarts Diablo/511 Contra Costa
June 25, 2021 – Virtual Meeting – Kirsten Riker, Saravana Suthanthira, Apple Loveless, Mike Iswalt
Kirsten Riker is part of the 511 Contra Costa and leads the Street Smarts Diablo Safe Routes to School
program that serves all qualifying public schools in Central and East Contra Costa County. The program is
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funded by CCTA. Kirsten has worked with Pine Hollow Middle School and Highlands Elementary School for
several years and is looking forward to contributing to the study.
Implemented/participated in several Safe Routes to School (SR2S) programs along the study area
o Walk n’ Roll programs - many of the students walked when this was hosted for the high school and
Pine Hollow Middle School. Can expect some good buy-in from those schools.
o Mt Diablo Elementary School has a new principal. Last year, they were the only school to do the Walk
n’ Roll program and have participated in safety assemblies in the past. Likely very good buy-in/support.
Note that not a lot of students biking/walking currently. Most students access the schools by car or bus
(the middle school has a sizeable bus presence and potentially the high school does as well).
o Free Bus Pass program, previously known as “School Pool” and now being called Pass2Class, will open
mid-July 2021. The 2021 offer will be for a 2-month flash pass for Sept/Oct on County Connection for
students to use for school trips (up to 2 per household). Route 612 serves the area. Here is a list of
previous years’ School Pool bus pass applicants / participation at schools along the study corridor:
o

Pine Hollow Middle School (2018 – 44, 2019 – 44)

o

Highlands Elementary School (2018 – 5, 2019 – 3)

o

Mt. Diablo Elementary School – no entries for this school

o

Clayton Valley Charter High School (2018– 36, 2019 – 47)

o Below is a list of interactions the Street Smarts Diablo program has had with the schools within the
study corridor.
o

Mt. Diablo Elementary
bike-ped safety assemblies: scheduled Oct 1, 2021
past assemblies: 9/6/19, 10/29/18, 9/19/17, 2/5/15, 10/10/13
Walk & Roll scheduled: 10/4/21
Various years: Past participation/promotion of International Walk to School Day

o

Highlands Elementary School
past assemblies: 3/3/20, 10/9/18, 2/28/17, 10/29/14
Walk & Roll: 10/17/18
Various years: Past participation/promotion of International Walk to School Day

o

Pine Hollow Middle School:
Walk & Roll: 10/2/19, 10/17/18, 5/15/18, 6/1/17, 4/27/16
10/17/18 Walk & Roll: Pop up bus pass giveaway for students arriving on County
Connection.
Bike ped safety day (PE class event): 3/18/14
Traffic Safety Parent meeting (low attendance) 3/19/14
AM drop off Traffic Assessment: 3/10/14 (photos available)
PM pick up Traffic Assessment: 2/27/14 (photos available)
BMX stunt show/ safety assembly: 4/17/17

o
OCTOBER 2021
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CHP Start Smart event: 4/20/2015
Speed on Pine Hollow Road is a significant factor, as well as dangerous driving behavior during drop offs
and pick up hours.
Highlands Elementary School is not designed to accommodate many vehicles. Some of the worst
safety/traffic offences take place here.
Note there's been some staff turnover at Ygnacio Valley Christian School and that Clayton Valley Charter
High School that may impede coordination efforts.
Also provided a copy of the latest Pine Hollow Road Middle School Parent Survey from 2014 (Appendix C)
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4. Online Survey Results Summary

The project team gathered additional public input by distributing an online survey and feedback tool through
the Advisory Group’s networks. The online tool was available from July 1st – July 23rd and solicited feedback
via two components. Participants were presented with an interactive map that facilitated location-based
input. Users were also directed to fill out a questionnaire providing more detailed information regarding their
feedback and relationship to the project corridor.
The site received a total of 4,053 site visits from 1,398 unique users. From these views, 237 participants
participated in the online survey, leaving 210 comments and 138 survey responses.

4.1 Interactive Map Comments
The first component of the online survey tool asked participants to place comments along the study corridor
where they would like to see mode-specific improvements, as shown in Figure 1. These comments were
visible to everyone, but user information was kept anonymous to the public. Participants could also up-vote
or down-vote other comments if they agreed or disagreed with the content.
Figure 1: Participant Comments

Participants provided comments throughout the entire study area, with higher concentrations of activity near
Ygnacio Valley Road and the area encompassing Pine Hollow Middle School and Highlands Elementary
School. The heat map in Figure 2 highlights the spread of feedback along the study area, which shows roughly
six different segments in which to cluster comments.
The most commonly cited comments not including up-votes and down-votes, shown in Figure 3, were related
to auto and pedestrian concerns, 42% and 30% respectively. However, these concerns varied across portions
of Pine Hollow Road/Alberta Way, corresponding with changes in roadway geometry, facilities, surrounding
neighborhood, and intersecting roadways. Table 2 identifies which concerns were most prevalent at study
area segments starting from Mt Diablo Elementary School to Clayton Valley Charter High School.
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Comments that received the most support, as indicated by the number of up-votes, focused on the need for
new or improved sidewalks, bike paths, and an idea to build a pedestrian bridge at the Ygnacio Valley Road
intersection to better facilitate pedestrian activity without impeding traffic. Approximately a third of the
comments received at least one down-vote, with the majority disagreeing with calls for signal traffic lights,
lane reductions, and speed bumps. These indicate a need to balance improvements related to traffic
circulation and the safety conditions along Pine Hollow Road through speed reduction. Survey questions and
all responses are provided in Appendix D.
Figure 2: Concentration of Participant Comments

Figure 3: Comment Type
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Table 2: Summary of Comments by Study Area Segment

CONCERN
Mt Diablo Elementary to Atchinson Stage Rd
Auto Traffic Concerns
Bicycle Concerns
Ideas and Suggestions
Pedestrian Concerns
Atchinson Stage Rd to Redlands Way
Auto Traffic Concerns
Bicycle Concerns
Ideas and Suggestions
Pedestrian Concerns
Redlands Way to Missouri Dr
Auto Traffic Concerns
Bicycle Concerns
Ideas and Suggestions
Pedestrian Concerns
Missouri Dr to New Hampshire Dr
Auto Traffic Concerns
Bicycle Concerns
Ideas and Suggestions
Pedestrian Concerns
New Hampshire Dr to YVCS
Auto Traffic Concerns
Bicycle Concerns
Ideas and Suggestions
Pedestrian Concerns
YVCS to Lightwood Dr
Auto Traffic Concerns
Bicycle Concerns
Ideas and Suggestions
Pedestrian Concerns
Grand Total

Number of
Comments
26
14
1
1
10
12
4
2
2
4
72
31
4
15
22
26
13
4
4
5
37
12
4
11
10
37
15
4
6
12
210

Total Up-Votes

Total Down-Votes

84
20
11
1
52
71
5
24
18
24
347
115
49
65
118
158
67
23
42
26
154
26
39
44
45
132
43
40
9
40
946

10
9
0
0
1
19
17
1
1
0
32
22
3
3
4
18
12
2
4
0
20
11
5
3
1
15
9
3
3
0
114

Pedestrian Concerns

The majority of comments identified a need for safer street crossings and improved pedestrian facilities.
Overarching concerns include:
Minimizing pedestrian-vehicle conflicts in areas with and without existing crosswalks, stop signs, and
crossing guards
Missing, inadequate, or non-ADA compliant sidewalks (see Figure 4, left side and upper right images)
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Constant flow of pedestrians crossing at schools causing traffic delays and contributing to unsafe driver
behavior
Inadequate lighting at existing crossings (see Figure 4, lower right images)
Figure 4: Participant Images Showing Pedestrian-Related Concerns
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Bicycle Concerns

The majority of comments identified a lack of safe bicycle pathways throughout the entire study area. Other
bicycle-related comments include the following issues:
Need for secure bicycle racks at schools
Need for bikeways to schools and trails (see Figure 5)
Improved riding behavior when sharing the roadway
Ensure connection to schools and trails
Figure 5: Participant Images Showing Bicycle-Related Concerns

Auto Traffic Concerns

Survey participants noted a wide range of auto traffic and circulation concerns along the study area.
Highlighted concerns include:
Traffic queues on Pine Hollow Road during school pickup and drop off periods
Vehicles improperly parked along non-parking curb space or double-parked along the roadway to pick
up/drop off school children
Speeding and weaving around stopped vehicles to bypass queues
Use of Pine Hollow Road and side streets as cut-through between Clayton Road and Ygnacio Valley Road
General speeding and dangerous driving behaviors noted throughout study area
Limited visibility at school driveway exits
Vehicles blocking intersections
Blocked residential driveways and illegally parked cars along residential neighborhood
OCTOBER 2021
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Concerns with signal timing or phasing at Rolling Woods Way
Specific circulation ideas

Other Ideas, Suggestions, and Concerns

Other concerns and improvements identified for Pine Hollow Road/Alberta Way include:
Truck-specific issues:
•

Trucks not coming to a complete stop at the intersections

•

Excess exposure to dust and airborne particulates coming from the heavy trucks

•

Truck operations starting earlier or ending later than assumed and driving faster than 25
mph causing vibrations for private property near the roadway.

Increased traffic with addition of church near Mt. Diablo Elementary School
Aesthetic improvements along stretches of Pine Hollow Road
Potholes and uneven pavement
Poor lighting and nighttime visibility
Excessive dust and potential airborne particle exposure from uncovered quarry trucks
Confusion with roadway geometry, markings, and striping (e.g. side streets that lead into private
property not actual streets, unmarked turn lanes, confusing intersection alignment, and difficulty seeing
island median near Krona Ln).

4.2 Survey Results
In addition to providing location-based comments, the online tool also included a separate questionnaire to
further identify key priorities and user relationships with the study area. The questionnaire was available in
Spanish and English and completed by 138 out of the 237 people who participated in the online survey.
The first question was designed to identify the survey respondent’s connection to the study area. Figure 6
shows that the majority of participants reside on or near Pine Hollow Road or have children that attend one
of the K-12 schools within the study area. Note that project team was unable to connect with Ygnacio Valley
Christian School during the Round 1 outreach effort.
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Figure 6: Respondent Connection to Pine Hollow Road
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The next set of questions, Questions 2 – 6, asked participants what modes of transportation they typically use
to travel along Pine Hollow Road/Alberta Way, and how frequently they use each mode. The responses from
this question, shown in Figure 7, indicate that vehicular travel is the most frequently used mode of
transportation and makes up a significant portion of travel along Pine Hollow Road. Active modes of
transportation make up a far smaller share of travel. Walking along the corridor happens more frequently
than biking or use of other micromobility devices such as e-scooters and skateboards. Since Pine Hollow Road
has limited transit service, with a single active County Connection bus stop next to Pine Hollow Middle
School, the lack of transit use along this corridor is expected.
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Figure 7: Mode Use and Frequency
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Question 7 in the survey provided an opportunity for participants to rank improvement priorities along Pine
Hollow Road from 1 to 7, with 1 being the most important and 7 being the least important. According to
Figure 8, the highest improvement priorities for survey respondents center on improving traffic circulation
and congestion (29%), reducing traffic speeds (27%), and improving pedestrian safety (25%). Similar results
are produced when taking all rankings into consideration.
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Figure 8: Highest Ranked Priority for Pine Hollow Road
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Question 8 provided a fill-in text box, allowing participants to write in other improvement options that were
not mentioned in the previous question. A summary list of those comments relating to the Pine Hollow Road
Corridor are as follows:
Adjusting or enforcing speed limit for trucks and vehicles
Additional enforcement presence
Increased signage
Repaving damaged or uneven roadway segments
Improve school start time stagger
Improve traffic counts to/from schools
Improve signal timing
Improve parking options
Improve street lighting
Expand County Connection service for school feeder patterns
Improve sightlines
Mitigate noise levels
Questions 9 and 10 were demographic questions asking about the participant’s age and zip code to identify
any patterns in age groups and areas that were reached through the online survey. Approximately 70% of the
survey respondents are between the ages of 36-55 and the majority reside in 94521 (Concord) (63%) and
94517 (Clayton) (30%). Full survey questions and responses are provided in Appendix E.
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Feedback from the online survey outreach indicates that even though the majority of people who reside or
recreate near Pine Hollow Road currently use autos as their preferred choice of travel, there is a strong
preference for improving safety along the corridor – particularly through the improvement of pedestrian
facilities. Existing pedestrian, bicycle, and traffic conditions are generally perceived as unsafe and could
therefore act as an obstacle to increasing use of active forms of transportation along the corridor. Thus,
corridor improvements such as lighting, widened sidewalks, crosswalks, pedestrian/cyclist separation from
vehicular traffic, and other mentioned preferences could help improve user perception of safety along Pine
Hollow Road. These recommendations should be balanced with other stated preference of reducing issues
associated with current use of the corridor, such as decreased congestion and speeding during peak hours of
travel.
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Loveless, Apple
From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:

Bruce 0le Ohlson <bruceoleohlson@hotmail.com>
Sunday, July 4, 2021 9:32 PM
Loveless, Apple; Bike Concord Claire Linder
Bike Concord; BEB Advocacy Department
Pine Hollow Road study input

Follow Up Flag:
Flag Status:

Follow up
Completed

Categories:

External

Apple,
Here are a few thoughts regarding the design of upgrades for Pine Hollow
Road and Alberta Way in the vicinity of the public schools along those
streets. Please acknowledge that you have received this
message. Note: My e-mail program seems to be acting up. If this
message appears incomplete or not in good form, please tell me and I'll
resend it. Thank you.

Ultimately, the minimum layout for Pine Hollow Road. or any road for that
matter, would be a) two wide sidewalks, b) two Caltrans-standard-width
bike lanes, and c) two vehicle traffic lanes. Any "extra" space within the
existing street corridor can be allocated on an as-needed basis. The job of
this advisory committee is to divide up and better-assign the existing
space. Because of the presence of three schools in the immediate vicinity,
safety must be the primary goal. Alas, we can't have both high-speed,
efficient motor-vehicle traffic throughput and safety for pedestrians and
bicyclists in the vicinity of these schools. Something will need to be
sacrificed.
Any design and construction that we do in this study area must conform to
the most stringent of the requirements of Vision Zero. We do not want any
more deaths or injuries in this corridor.
A few specific thoughts:
In the big picture, we want to reduce our dependence on motor
vehicles. We want to provide walking and biking infrastructure that
1

encourages parents to allow their children to walk, bike, and use
scooters and skate boards to get to school. We want this
infrastructure to be SAFE and convenient to use.
At absolute minimum, we want continuous, marked bicycle facilities
along the entire length of both Pine Hollow Road and Alberta Way
over the entire length of the study area. "Continuous" means having
the bicycle lanes extend all the way up to the limit line at every
intersection, including the crossing of Ygnacio Valley Road.
Although wide in some places, Pine Hollow Road is narrow in other
places, so unfortunately, we won't be able to install Caltrans-standard
bike lanes over the entire length of the Pine Hollow Road portion of
the study area. These things happen. We realize that we are stuck
with the existing corridor width and ultimately the design suggestions
of the study must make the best use of space, given the existing
conditions.
In the wider portions of the corridor, we want protected bike
lanes. Plastic bollards are too ephemeral and require too much
maintenance, but might be acceptable as an interim Band-Aid while
additional construction goes forward. Concrete K-rail separating the
bike lane from the traffic lane would be best and would also protect
pedestrians as they use the sidewalk. There must be detector loops
in or easily accessible "beg" buttons adjacent to the protected bike
lanes so that the traffic signal can be alerted to the presence of a
bicyclist who wants to cross the intersection.
Think about adjusting the curbs and gutters so that the sidewalk and
the bike lane can be combined into one eight- or ten-foot-wide path
on each side of the street. Such a path, of course, would be
protected by concrete K-rail.
In the narrower portions of the corridor, we want strong
acknowledgement that bicycles are welcome users of the public
street. Sharrows are insufficient. In the narrower portions of the
corridor, green-painted "bicycle presence indicators" similar to the
ones along 40th Street near the MacArthur BART station would be
acceptable. Additionally, numerous, regularly-placed signs: "Bicycles
May Use Entire Lane" and "Yield to Bikes" would alternate and be in
addition to the on-street, green-painted bicycle-lanes. In the narrow
portions of the corridor of the study area where the curbs and gutters
are remaining in place, we want to install the widest possible
sidewalks.
2

The "path" from downtown Clayton to Mt Zion Road at the northwest
corner of Mt Diablo Elementary School should be brought up to ADA
accessibility standards including surface quality, width, and
grade. This route is the "sidewalk" that is closest to the south side of
Clayton Road in this area, so probably would be of interest to ADA
activists if they realized it was not up to standards. If it is the case
that this path could be construed as serving as the sidewalk for the
south side of Clayton Road, we should make sure that the upper end
of this path connects easily with the existing sidewalk on the south
side of Clayton Road as it extends west from Mt Zion
Drive. Note: Someone should explore the area thoroughly and
submit corrections to Google Maps so that Google Maps reflects the
reality that we find on the ground.
Any bike lanes that we install in front of and adjacent to the pick-up
and drop-off areas of the schools on Pine Hollow Road must
be protected. For safety, this means that openings in the concrete Krail will be required so that children exiting cars can step directly to
the sidewalk. Note: Bike lanes are useless and completely unsafe
for bicyclists if cars regularly park in them or stop and stand "Just for
a minute," blocking them. K-rail protection will keep cars out of the
bike lanes and encourage parents to allow their children to ride their
bicycles to school.
Every school in this study must provide convenient, safe, and secure
bicycle and scooter parking. Sufficient electrical outlets for the
charging of electric bikes and electric scooters should be provided.
Continuous, wide sidewalks along both sides of the street throughout
the study area are necessary. We must build sidewalks to close the
missing gaps in the existing sidewalk network, especially in the
vicinity of the schools. The reality is, we should have valued our
children's lives sufficiently to build out these sidewalks a LONG time
ago.
A traffic signal, or at minimum, Rapidly-Flashing Rectangular
Beacons should be installed directly in front of Pine Hollow Middle
School. The existing stop sign in front of Highlands Elementary
School should be upgraded to a full traffic signal. The addition of
these two electric traffic signals will serve to increase the time that it
takes for motor vehicle traffic to negotiate Pine Hollow
Road. Unfortunately, something must be sacrificed. In the past we
have sacrificed student safety. Now is the time for that to change.
3

At each corner throughout the study area, we must provide ADAapproved curb cuts. These curb cuts should point directly into the
cross walk. Angled curb cuts (in the center of the curve of the corner)
are to be avoided. The angled curb cut is awkward to use, less safe
and serves only to reduce the cost of construction. The bottom lip
(opening) of each curb cut should extend for the entire width of the
crosswalk.
Some of the students attending Pine Hollow Middle School and
Highlands Elementary School live in The Crossings, a housing
development that is west of Pine Hollow Road on Ygnacio Valley
Road. A separate bicycle path should be constructed between The
Crossings and the bicycle facilities on Pine Hollow Road that are
called for in this analysis.
Trees are good. Existing trees are to be retained wherever
possible. The planting of additional trees is encouraged. Trimming of
tree limbs that are overhanging the street may have to be done up to,
say, 12 feet above the street so that unobstructed visibility can be
provided for adequate distances along the street. Trimming limbs to
this height requires the planting of sufficiently large/big trees that
grow tall enough so that they actually have limbs that high above the
street. Note: The best time to plant a tree was 20 years ago. the
second-best time to plant a tree is NOW.
Anywhere along Alberta Way and Pine Hollow Road that has excess
space after the called-for protected bike lanes are installed should
have concrete medians with lots of trees installed.
Any intersections that include bulb-outs must provide a safe way for
the bicyclist to negotiate the intersection without forcing the bicyclist
into the traffic lane. Bulb-outs are installed to increase pedestrian
safety. This safety must be extended to all nonmotorized street
users, not just pedestrians.
Thank you for your concern.
On behalf of Bike Concord,
All best wishes,

4

~0le
Bruce "0le" Ohlson
Bike East Bay
Delta Pedalers Bicycle Club
Contra Costa Countywide Bicycle Advisory Committee
CCTA Bicycle & Pedestrian Advisory Committee
Caltrans District 4 Bicycle Advisory Committee
TRANSPLAN appointee to Highway 4 Integrated Corridor Management Study
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Comments
Child has started walking two weeks ago. I am still nervous about him walking but I am trying to allow him some
freedom.
I am a teacher at my child's school. We commute together with one of her friends to and from school everyday.
My son is in high school and he walks to/from school.
I do feel traffic is bad on Pine Hollow. People do not obey traffic laws in from of or around school. There is not
enough room for the number of drivers after school. I also worry about my child crossing in Hollow after school
since there is no crossing guard.
I do want my child to have good health, but about all the crime, traffic, kidnapping, etc I do not want my child to
walk home.
I don't feel comfortable to let him walk or take a bike for many reasons.
I don't like the idea of my daughter walking to and from school.
I don't want my child to walk/bike for safety reasons.
I have no problem with my children walking to/from school together. I would not have my 6th grader walk by
herself.
I have to go to work directly after I drop the kids off at school. Our home is too far to bike or walk. For safety I
will always drive them.
I would only let my child walk to or from school if she has a group of friends to walk with.
I wouldn't let my child walk/bike because it's too far.
If there was an organized group walking with an adult I would feel more comfortable having my daughter walk
to school. Most days after school she walks to Highlands for Day Care.
It's too dangerous.
Kids take public transit on most days. Otherwise we carpool with other families. I don't feel comfortable with
my kids crossing the intersection of Clayton and Ayers.
My child does not walk to school because of the distance from home to school. I also would not allow her to
walk due to her age. Not until 9th Grade and in CVCSH which is closer to home.
My child has ridden her bike to school many times and loves it.
My child is autistic.
My child is in special ed class.
My child walks home some days when I am at work.
My son has special needs
My son is 6 miles from the school and the streets are very dangerous and it would take a very long time to
arrive. The bus takes 1 hour and 15 minutes.
My son is autistic so it's not safe for him to walk or ride a bike to school. Some of these questions do not apply.
My son will not walk to school or bike as we have activities everyday after school. We used to walk to school
before but not anymore.
My son would love to walk or bike to school. I'm not comfortable at all with the busy intersections at that time
of day (morning commute).
My son’s school is very remote for walking or biking.
Parent noted that walking would be safe at 7th grade in a group.
Please enable students to use a scooter. My son does not have a bike and the distance is far from home to
school and walking is tiring. Thanks
Please fix pick up! Getting her is scary with all the traffic and triple parkers.
Safety is our biggest concern. Not how fun or healthy it is. [Parent emphasized that violence or crime is a great
concern on question 10.k.]
School is too far to bike; too many streets to cross.
She is allowed to walk to a nearby friend's house from school. She can go further if she is in a group of 4 or
more.
Student is non verbal and autistic, would not let him walk/ride bike to school because of distance. He is just this
year riding bus to and from school. If he is at his home school by high school then I might change my mind,
maybe.
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The heavy backpacks the children have makes it too hard to have them walking or biking to school. Pine Hollow
is very busy during school hours drop off/pick up so I won't let my child drive. There should be more crossing
guards.
The route to school includes a mile along Ygnactio Valley Road with no bike lane or sidewalk, and 100 yards with
no shoulder.
There needs to be more monitoring in the parking lot because cars just stop and block the flow of traffic. It's
very frustrating.
To go to her school is too far for walking. We live about 3 miles away or more.
Too much traffic at the end of Krona Lane. Cars park on both sides of the street and it is too narrow and there
are no sidewalks. My child walks to school with an adult.
Traffic has increased since the District cut out bussing. A heavy backpack and musical instrument are too much
to carry on a bike (no lockers at school).
Train the crossing guard better.
Two main factors it is too far for my son to ride a bike for fear of predators who might swoop him off the street.
Walking can be fun and my son sometimes does when I am not available to do it. I believe it is safe around this
area, plus he has his own cell so I can check on him.
Walking is healthy but my son swims 1 1/2 hours daily on a team. Driving is convenient as I work between
school and home and work only while student is at school.
Walking to school can help exercise but also bad if they get kidnapped.
We drive our children due to saving time, convenience and safety.
We live 8-10 miles from school and there are too many main roads--Ygnacio Valley, Treat and Cowell. Very
unsafe for me ever to allow.
We live far so no experience, we never walk.
We live pretty far from the school. My child does not want to walk or bike to school.
We live too far and it's along busy streets. We are not comfortable letting her walk or ride her bike due to these
reasons.
We live too far away to walk here and none of these options apply to us.
We live too far for him to ride his bike everyday. And he has to cross 4 major intersections to reach a bus it is
over a one mile walk to the bus stop.
We live too far form Pine Hollow. Too many major intersections. Our family rule is that a girl should never be
alone walking or riding.
We live too far to the middle school. If it was for the elementary school, it would be a better survey.
We live too far, her Mom can most of the time do the driving as for my kid, I would let them start learning to
driver after they get to 14 under a very good responsible behavior.
We work full time. So I drop my daughter off on the way into work then I drop my son at daycare/school.
When you need to go to other school, sometimes three schools, don't have time to walk.
Wished there was student price for bus.
Would prefer a bus route. Nothing is close. Concerned about biking, especially near school on Ygnacio Valley.
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Appendix E: Online Survey
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Questionnaire Results

Survey Responses

Q2 How often do you
travel along Pine Hollow
Road on foot?

Q3 How often do you
travel along Pine Hollow
Road by bike?

Q4 How often do you
travel along Pine Hollow
Road using other
micromobility devices
(skateboards, e scooters,
etc.)?

Q5 How often do you
Q6 How often do you
travel along Pine Hollow
travel along Pine Hollow
Road by car or motorcycle? Road by bus?

ID

Q1 Check all that apply:

1

; I regularly travel across or along Pine Hollow
Road for recreational or social purposes; I or a
family member attend Mt. Diablo Elementary
School;
A few times a year

Never

Never

Nearly everyday

Never

2

I reside on or near Pine Hollow Road; I
regularly travel across or along Pine Hollow
Road for recreational or social purposes; I or a
family member attend Clayton Valley Charter
High School;
1 3 times a month

A few times a year

Never

1 3 times a month

Never

3

; I or a family member attend Mt. Diablo
Elementary School;

Never

Never

Never

1 3 times a month

Never

4

; I or a family member attend Mt. Diablo
Elementary School;

1 3 times a week

Never

Never

Nearly everyday

Never

5

I reside on or near Pine Hollow Road; I
regularly travel across or along Pine Hollow
Road for recreational or social purposes;

Nearly everyday

Never

Never

Nearly everyday

Never

6

I reside on or near Pine Hollow Road; I
regularly travel across or along Pine Hollow
Road for recreational or social purposes;

Nearly everyday

Never

Never

Never

Never

7

I reside on or near Pine Hollow Road; I
regularly travel across or along Pine Hollow
Road for recreational or social purposes; I or a
family member attend Clayton Valley Charter
High School; I or a family member attend Pine
Hollow Middle School; I or a family member
attend Highlands Elementary School;
Nearly everyday

1 3 times a week

Never

Nearly everyday

Never

8

I reside on or near Pine Hollow Road; I
regularly travel across or along Pine Hollow
Road for recreational or social purposes; I or a
family member attend Clayton Valley Charter
High School; I or a family member attend Pine
Hollow Middle School;
1 3 times a week

1 3 times a week

Never

Nearly everyday

Never

9

; I or a family member attend Mt. Diablo
Elementary School;

A few times a year

Never

Never

Nearly everyday

Never

10

I reside on or near Pine Hollow Road; I
regularly travel across or along Pine Hollow
Road for recreational or social purposes; I or a
family member attend Mt. Diablo Elementary
School;
1 3 times a month

Never

Never

Nearly everyday

Never

11

; Clayton resident who does business in
Concord.

Never

Never

Never

1 3 times a week

Never

12

; I or a family member attend Mt. Diablo
Elementary School;

A few times a year

Never

Never

Nearly everyday

Never

13

I reside on or near Pine Hollow Road; I
regularly travel across or along Pine Hollow
Road for recreational or social purposes; I or a
family member attend Mt. Diablo Elementary
School;
1 3 times a week

Never

1 3 times a month

Nearly everyday

Never

14

I reside on or near Pine Hollow Road; I
regularly travel across or along Pine Hollow
Road for recreational or social purposes; I or a
family member attend Clayton Valley Charter
High School; I or a family member attend Mt.
Diablo Elementary School;
1 3 times a month

1 3 times a month

1 3 times a month

Nearly everyday

Never

15

I reside on or near Pine Hollow Road; I
regularly travel across or along Pine Hollow
Road for recreational or social purposes; I or a
family member attend Mt. Diablo Elementary
School;
1 3 times a week

A few times a year

Never

Nearly everyday

Never

16

I reside on or near Pine Hollow Road; I
regularly travel across or along Pine Hollow
Road for recreational or social purposes; I or a
family member attend Mt. Diablo Elementary
School;
Nearly everyday

1 3 times a week

Nearly everyday

Nearly everyday

Never

17

; I work at or own a business on or near Pine
Hollow Road; I regularly travel across or along
Pine Hollow Road for recreational or social
purposes; I or a family member attend Mt.
Diablo Elementary School;
Never

1 3 times a week

Never

1 3 times a week

Never

18

; I regularly travel across or along Pine Hollow
Road for recreational or social purposes; I or a
family member attend Mt. Diablo Elementary
School; I use Pine Hollow as part of my
commute to work
1 3 times a week

Never

Never

1 3 times a week

Never

19

I reside on or near Pine Hollow Road; I
regularly travel across or along Pine Hollow
Road for recreational or social purposes; I or a
family member attend Mt. Diablo Elementary
School;
Nearly everyday

Nearly everyday

1 3 times a week

Nearly everyday

Never

20

; I or a family member attend Mt. Diablo
Elementary School;

Nearly everyday

1 3 times a month

Never

Nearly everyday

Never

21

; I or a family member attend Mt. Diablo
Elementary School;

1 3 times a week

Nearly everyday

Never

Nearly everyday

Never

22

I reside on or near Pine Hollow Road; I
regularly travel across or along Pine Hollow
Road for recreational or social purposes; I or a
family member attend Mt. Diablo Elementary
School;
1 3 times a week

1 3 times a week

Never

Nearly everyday

Never

23

; I or a family member attend Mt. Diablo
Elementary School;

A few times a year

Never

1 3 times a week

Never

24

; I regularly travel across or along Pine Hollow
Road for recreational or social purposes; I or a
family member attend Clayton Valley Charter
High School; I or a family member attend Mt.
Diablo Elementary School;
Nearly everyday

Nearly everyday

A few times a year

Nearly everyday

Never

1 3 times a week

25

I reside on or near Pine Hollow Road; I
regularly travel across or along Pine Hollow
Road for recreational or social purposes; I or a
family member attend Mt. Diablo Elementary
School;
1 3 times a week

1 3 times a month

Never

Nearly everyday

Never

26

I reside on or near Pine Hollow Road; I
regularly travel across or along Pine Hollow
Road for recreational or social purposes; I or a
family member attend Clayton Valley Charter
High School; I or a family member attend Mt.
Diablo Elementary School;
1 3 times a week

A few times a year

A few times a year

Nearly everyday

Never

27

; I or a family member attend Mt. Diablo
Elementary School;

Never

Never

Nearly everyday

Never

28

; I regularly travel across or along Pine Hollow
Road for recreational or social purposes; I or a
family member attend Mt. Diablo Elementary
School;
A few times a year

Never

Never

Nearly everyday

Never

29

; I or a family member attend Mt. Diablo
Elementary School;

A few times a year

Never

Never

Nearly everyday

Never

30

; I or a family member attend Mt. Diablo
Elementary School;

1 3 times a month

Never

1 3 times a month

A few times a year

Never

31

; I don't use this road but these people filter
through into my home area along Cowell
Never

Never

Never

Never

Never

Never

32

I reside on or near Pine Hollow Road; I
regularly travel across or along Pine Hollow
Road for recreational or social purposes;

Nearly everyday

1 3 times a month

Never

Nearly everyday

Never

33

I reside on or near Pine Hollow Road;

A few times a year

A few times a year

Never

Nearly everyday

Never

34

I reside on or near Pine Hollow Road;

Never

Never

Never

Nearly everyday

Never

35

; I reside off Greenmeadow which is impacted
by Alberta traffic and CVHS traffic and
students
Never

Never

Never

1 3 times a week

Never

36

I reside on or near Pine Hollow Road; I
regularly travel across or along Pine Hollow
Road for recreational or social purposes; I or a
family member attend Mt. Diablo Elementary
School;
Nearly everyday

A few times a year

Never

Nearly everyday

Never

37

I reside on or near Pine Hollow Road; I
regularly travel across or along Pine Hollow
Road for recreational or social purposes;

Never

Never

Nearly everyday

Never

38

I reside on or near Pine Hollow Road; I
regularly travel across or along Pine Hollow
Road for recreational or social purposes; I or a
family member attend Clayton Valley Charter
High School;
Never

Never

Never

1 3 times a month

Never

Nearly everyday

39

I reside on or near Pine Hollow Road; I
regularly travel across or along Pine Hollow
Road for recreational or social purposes; I or a
family member attend Mt. Diablo Elementary
School; I live on Pine Hollow Rd. It is
treacherous to pull out of my driveway. Cars
1 3 times a week
are going 50+ MPH.

Never

Never

Nearly everyday

Never

40

I reside on or near Pine Hollow Road; I
regularly travel across or along Pine Hollow
Road for recreational or social purposes; I or a
family member attend Clayton Valley Charter
High School; I or a family member attend Mt.
Diablo Elementary School;
Nearly everyday

A few times a year

Never

Nearly everyday

Never

41

I reside on or near Pine Hollow Road; I
regularly travel across or along Pine Hollow
Road for recreational or social purposes; I or a
family member attend Clayton Valley Charter
High School;
Never

Never

Never

1 3 times a week

Never

42

I reside on or near Pine Hollow Road; I
regularly travel across or along Pine Hollow
Road for recreational or social purposes;

A few times a year

Never

Nearly everyday

Never

43

; I regularly travel across or along Pine Hollow
Road for recreational or social purposes; I or a
family member attend Clayton Valley Charter
High School;
A few times a year

A few times a year

Never

Nearly everyday

Never

44

I reside on or near Pine Hollow Road; I
regularly travel across or along Pine Hollow
Road for recreational or social purposes;

1 3 times a week

Never

Never

Nearly everyday

Never

45

I reside on or near Pine Hollow Road; I
regularly travel across or along Pine Hollow
Road for recreational or social purposes;

A few times a year

Never

Never

Nearly everyday

Never

Nearly everyday

46

I reside on or near Pine Hollow Road;

Nearly everyday

Never

Never

Nearly everyday

Never

47

I reside on or near Pine Hollow Road; I
regularly travel across or along Pine Hollow
Road for recreational or social purposes; I or a
family member attend Clayton Valley Charter
High School;
1 3 times a month

A few times a year

Never

Nearly everyday

Never

48

I reside on or near Pine Hollow Road; I work
at or own a business on or near Pine Hollow
Road; I regularly travel across or along Pine
Hollow Road for recreational or social
purposes;

Never

Never

Nearly everyday

Never

49

I reside on or near Pine Hollow Road; I or a
family member attend Clayton Valley Charter
High School;
Nearly everyday

A few times a year

Never

Nearly everyday

Never

50

I reside on or near Pine Hollow Road;

Never

A few times a year

Never

Nearly everyday

Never

51

I reside on or near Pine Hollow Road;

Never

Never

Never

1 3 times a month

Never

52

; I regularly travel across or along Pine Hollow
Road for recreational or social purposes;
Never

Never

Never

1 3 times a week

Never

53

I reside on or near Pine Hollow Road;

Nearly everyday

1 3 times a month

1 3 times a month

A few times a year

A few times a year

Nearly everyday

54

; I regularly travel across or along Pine Hollow
Road for recreational or social purposes; I or a
family member attend Clayton Valley Charter
High School;
Never

Never

Never

Nearly everyday

Never

55

; I regularly travel across or along Pine Hollow
Road for recreational or social purposes; I or a
family member attend Clayton Valley Charter
High School; I or a family member attend Mt.
Diablo Elementary School;
A few times a year

A few times a year

Never

Nearly everyday

A few times a year

56

I reside on or near Pine Hollow Road; I work
at or own a business on or near Pine Hollow
Road; I regularly travel across or along Pine
Hollow Road for recreational or social
purposes; I or a family member attend
Clayton Valley Charter High School;

Never

Never

Never

Nearly everyday

Never

57

; I regularly travel across or along Pine Hollow
Road for recreational or social purposes;
Never

Never

Never

Nearly everyday

Never

58

I reside on or near Pine Hollow Road; I
regularly travel across or along Pine Hollow
Road for recreational or social purposes; I or a
family member attend Clayton Valley Charter
High School; I or a family member attend Pine
Hollow Middle School; I or a family member
attend Highlands Elementary School;
A few times a year

A few times a year

Never

Nearly everyday

Never

59

; I regularly travel across or along Pine Hollow
Road for recreational or social purposes;
A few times a year

A few times a year

Never

Nearly everyday

Never

60

I reside on or near Pine Hollow Road; I
regularly travel across or along Pine Hollow
Road for recreational or social purposes;

Nearly everyday

Never

Never

Nearly everyday

Never

61

I reside on or near Pine Hollow Road; I
regularly travel across or along Pine Hollow
Road for recreational or social purposes;

1 3 times a week

Never

Never

Nearly everyday

Never

62

; I live off of Pine Hollow Rd and travel by foot
on Pine Hollow and drive on Pine Hollow
daily.
1 3 times a month

Never

Never

Never

Never

63

; I regularly travel across or along Pine Hollow
Road for recreational or social purposes;
Never

Never

Never

1 3 times a week

Never

64

; Occasionally travel Ygnacio Valley Road to
get to Marsh Creek Road.

Never

Never

Never

A few times a year

Never

65

I reside on or near Pine Hollow Road;

Never

Never

A few times a year

A few times a year

Never

66

I reside on or near Pine Hollow Road; I
regularly travel across or along Pine Hollow
Road for recreational or social purposes; I or a
family member attend Cal State East Bay
Concord Campus;
Never

Nearly everyday

Never

1 3 times a week

Never

67

; I regularly travel across or along Pine Hollow
Road for recreational or social purposes; I or a
family member attend Clayton Valley Charter
High School;
1 3 times a week

1 3 times a week

Never

Nearly everyday

Never

68

I reside on or near Pine Hollow Road; I
regularly travel across or along Pine Hollow
Road for recreational or social purposes; I or a
family member attend Clayton Valley Charter
High School;
Nearly everyday

1 3 times a month

1 3 times a week

Nearly everyday

Never

69

I reside on or near Pine Hollow Road; I or a
family member attend Clayton Valley Charter
High School;
Nearly everyday

Nearly everyday

Nearly everyday

Nearly everyday

Never

70

; I or a family member attend Pine Hollow
Middle School;

Never

Never

Never

Nearly everyday

Never

71

Vivo en o cerca de Pine Hollow Road; Viajo
con regularidad a lo largo de Pine Hollow
Road con fines recreativos o sociales; Llevo a
la escuela pine hollow a una , Nina conosida 1 3 times a week

Never

Never

1 3 times a week

Never

72

I reside on or near Pine Hollow Road; I
regularly travel across or along Pine Hollow
Road for recreational or social purposes; I or a
family member attend Clayton Valley Charter
High School;
Nearly everyday

Nearly everyday

Never

Nearly everyday

Never

73

I reside on or near Pine Hollow Road; I
regularly travel across or along Pine Hollow
Road for recreational or social purposes; I or a
family member attend Clayton Valley Charter
High School;
Nearly everyday

A few times a year

Never

Nearly everyday

Never

74

I reside on or near Pine Hollow Road; I
regularly travel across or along Pine Hollow
Road for recreational or social purposes; I or a
family member attend Clayton Valley Charter
High School; I or a family member attend Mt.
Diablo Elementary School;
Nearly everyday

1 3 times a week

A few times a year

Nearly everyday

Never

75

; I or a family member attend Clayton Valley
Charter High School; I or a family member
attend Mt. Diablo Elementary School;

Never

Never

Never

A few times a year

Never

76

I reside on or near Pine Hollow Road; I
regularly travel across or along Pine Hollow
Road for recreational or social purposes;

Nearly everyday

A few times a year

Never

Never

Never

77

I reside on or near Pine Hollow Road; I work
at or own a business on or near Pine Hollow
Road; I regularly travel across or along Pine
Hollow Road for recreational or social
purposes;

Nearly everyday

Nearly everyday

Never

Nearly everyday

Never

78

I reside on or near Pine Hollow Road; I or a
family member attend Highlands Elementary
School;
1 3 times a month

Never

Never

1 3 times a month

Never

79

; I regularly travel across or along Pine Hollow
Road for recreational or social purposes;
Never

Never

Never

A few times a year

Never

80

; I or a family member attend Highlands
Elementary School;

1 3 times a month

Never

Never

Nearly everyday

Never

81

I reside on or near Pine Hollow Road; I
regularly travel across or along Pine Hollow
Road for recreational or social purposes;

A few times a year

Never

Never

Nearly everyday

Never

82

I reside on or near Pine Hollow Road; I
regularly travel across or along Pine Hollow
Road for recreational or social purposes; I or a
family member attend Pine Hollow Middle
School;
Nearly everyday

Never

Never

Nearly everyday

Never

83

I reside on or near Pine Hollow Road;

Never

Never

Never

A few times a year

Never

84

I reside on or near Pine Hollow Road;

1 3 times a week

1 3 times a week

1 3 times a month

Nearly everyday

A few times a year

85

I reside on or near Pine Hollow Road; I
regularly travel across or along Pine Hollow
Road for recreational or social purposes;

1 3 times a week

A few times a year

Never

1 3 times a week

Never

86

I reside on or near Pine Hollow Road; I
regularly travel across or along Pine Hollow
Road for recreational or social purposes;

Nearly everyday

Never

Never

Nearly everyday

Never

87

I reside on or near Pine Hollow Road; I
regularly travel across or along Pine Hollow
Road for recreational or social purposes; I or a
family member attend Clayton Valley Charter
High School; I or a family member attend Pine
Hollow Middle School; I or a family member
attend Highlands Elementary School;
1 3 times a month

A few times a year

Never

Nearly everyday

Never

88

I reside on or near Pine Hollow Road;

1 3 times a week

A few times a year

Never

Nearly everyday

A few times a year

89

I reside on or near Pine Hollow Road; I
regularly travel across or along Pine Hollow
Road for recreational or social purposes;

1 3 times a month

Never

Never

1 3 times a week

Never

90

I reside on or near Pine Hollow Road; I
regularly travel across or along Pine Hollow
Road for recreational or social purposes; 40
years in this neighborhood

A few times a year

1 3 times a week

A few times a year

Nearly everyday

A few times a year

91

I reside on or near Pine Hollow Road; I
regularly travel across or along Pine Hollow
Road for recreational or social purposes;

1 3 times a week

Never

Never

Nearly everyday

Never

92

I reside on or near Pine Hollow Road;

Never

Never

Never

Nearly everyday

Never

93

I reside on or near Pine Hollow Road;

Never

Never

Never

1 3 times a week

Never

94

I reside on or near Pine Hollow Road; I
regularly travel across or along Pine Hollow
Road for recreational or social purposes;

1 3 times a month

1 3 times a week

Never

Nearly everyday

Never

95

I reside on or near Pine Hollow Road; I
regularly travel across or along Pine Hollow
Road for recreational or social purposes; I or a
family member attend Pine Hollow Middle
School;
Nearly everyday

Nearly everyday

Never

Nearly everyday

Never

96

I reside on or near Pine Hollow Road; I
regularly travel across or along Pine Hollow
Road for recreational or social purposes; I or a
family member attend Highlands Elementary
School;
Nearly everyday

Never

Never

Nearly everyday

Never

97

I reside on or near Pine Hollow Road; I
regularly travel across or along Pine Hollow
Road for recreational or social purposes; I or a
family member attend Pine Hollow Middle
School;
Nearly everyday

Never

1 3 times a week

Nearly everyday

Never

98

I reside on or near Pine Hollow Road; I
regularly travel across or along Pine Hollow
Road for recreational or social purposes;

1 3 times a month

Never

Never

Nearly everyday

Never

99

; I or a family member attend Clayton Valley
Charter High School; I or a family member
attend Pine Hollow Middle School;

A few times a year

A few times a year

Never

Nearly everyday

Never

Nearly everyday

Nearly everyday

1 3 times a week

Nearly everyday

Never

I reside on or near Pine Hollow Road; I or a
family member attend Pine Hollow Middle
100 School;

; I or a family member attend Highlands
101 Elementary School;

Nearly everyday

Never

Never

Never

Never

; I regularly travel across or along Pine Hollow
102 Road for recreational or social purposes;
A few times a year

Never

Never

Nearly everyday

Never

; I regularly travel across or along Pine Hollow
103 Road for recreational or social purposes;
Never

1 3 times a month

Never

Nearly everyday

Never

I reside on or near Pine Hollow Road; I or a
family member attend Clayton Valley Charter
High School; I or a family member attend
104 Highlands Elementary School;
Nearly everyday

Never

Never

Nearly everyday

Never

105 I reside on or near Pine Hollow Road;

Never

Never

Nearly everyday

Never

; I work at or own a business on or near Pine
Hollow Road; I regularly travel across or along
Pine Hollow Road for recreational or social
purposes; I or a family member attend Mt.
106 Diablo Elementary School;
1 3 times a week

A few times a year

Never

Nearly everyday

Never

I reside on or near Pine Hollow Road; I
regularly travel across or along Pine Hollow
107 Road for recreational or social purposes;

A few times a year

Never

Nearly everyday

Never

1 3 times a week

A few times a year

I reside on or near Pine Hollow Road; I
regularly travel across or along Pine Hollow
Road for recreational or social purposes; I or a
family member attend Cal State East Bay
108 Concord Campus;
A few times a year

Never

Never

Nearly everyday

Never

I reside on or near Pine Hollow Road; I
regularly travel across or along Pine Hollow
109 Road for recreational or social purposes;

Never

Never

Nearly everyday

Never

I reside on or near Pine Hollow Road; I or a
family member attend Highlands Elementary
110 School;
Nearly everyday

1 3 times a month

Never

1 3 times a month

Never

; I regularly travel across or along Pine Hollow
Road for recreational or social purposes; I or a
family member attend Cal State East Bay
Concord Campus; I or a family member
111 attend Clayton Valley Charter High School;
A few times a year

1 3 times a week

Never

1 3 times a week

Never

I reside on or near Pine Hollow Road; I
regularly travel across or along Pine Hollow
Road for recreational or social purposes; I or a
family member attend Clayton Valley Charter
112 High School;
A few times a year

Never

Never

Nearly everyday

Never

I reside on or near Pine Hollow Road; I
regularly travel across or along Pine Hollow
Road for recreational or social purposes; I or a
family member attend Highlands Elementary
113 School;
1 3 times a week

1 3 times a month

A few times a year

Nearly everyday

Never

1 3 times a week

I reside on or near Pine Hollow Road; I or a
family member attend Pine Hollow Middle
114 School;

Nearly everyday

Never

Never

Nearly everyday

Never

I reside on or near Pine Hollow Road; I work
at or own a business on or near Pine Hollow
Road; I regularly travel across or along Pine
Hollow Road for recreational or social
purposes; I or a family member attend
Clayton Valley Charter High School; I or a
family member attend Pine Hollow Middle
115 School;

Nearly everyday

1 3 times a week

A few times a year

Nearly everyday

Never

I reside on or near Pine Hollow Road; I
regularly travel across or along Pine Hollow
116 Road for recreational or social purposes;

1 3 times a week

Never

Never

Nearly everyday

Never

117 I reside on or near Pine Hollow Road;

1 3 times a week

1 3 times a month

Never

Nearly everyday

Never

118 I reside on or near Pine Hollow Road;

A few times a year

Never

Never

Nearly everyday

Never

I reside on or near Pine Hollow Road; I
regularly travel across or along Pine Hollow
Road for recreational or social purposes; I or a
family member attend Highlands Elementary
119 School;
1 3 times a week

A few times a year

Never

Nearly everyday

Never

I reside on or near Pine Hollow Road; I
regularly travel across or along Pine Hollow
120 Road for recreational or social purposes;

Never

Never

Never

Nearly everyday

Never

1 3 times a week

1 3 times a week

Never

Nearly everyday

Never

121

I reside on or near Pine Hollow Road; I
regularly travel across or along Pine Hollow
Road for recreational or social purposes;

I reside on or near Pine Hollow Road; I or a
family member attend Clayton Valley Charter
122 High School;
1 3 times a week

Never

Never

Nearly everyday

Never

I reside on or near Pine Hollow Road; I
regularly travel across or along Pine Hollow
Road for recreational or social purposes; I or a
family member attend Highlands Elementary
123 School;
1 3 times a month

1 3 times a month

Never

Nearly everyday

Never

I reside on or near Pine Hollow Road; I
regularly travel across or along Pine Hollow
Road for recreational or social purposes; I or a
family member attend Pine Hollow Middle
School; I or a family member attend
124 Highlands Elementary School;
1 3 times a week

1 3 times a week

Never

Nearly everyday

Never

; I regularly travel across or along Pine Hollow
125 Road for recreational or social purposes;
1 3 times a month

Never

Never

1 3 times a month

Never

; I or a family member attend Clayton Valley
126 Charter High School;

Never

Never

Never

Never

I reside on or near Pine Hollow Road; I
regularly travel across or along Pine Hollow
Road for recreational or social purposes; I or a
family member attend Clayton Valley Charter
127 High School;
Nearly everyday

1 3 times a month

Never

Nearly everyday

Never

; I or a family member attend Clayton Valley
Charter High School; I or a family member
128 attend Mt. Diablo Elementary School;

Never

Never

Never

A few times a year

Never

I reside on or near Pine Hollow Road; I
regularly travel across or along Pine Hollow
129 Road for recreational or social purposes;

1 3 times a month

1 3 times a month

Never

1 3 times a month

Never

Nearly everyday

I reside on or near Pine Hollow Road; I or a
family member attend Clayton Valley Charter
130 High School;
1 3 times a week

A few times a year

Never

Nearly everyday

Never

I reside on or near Pine Hollow Road; I
regularly travel across or along Pine Hollow
131 Road for recreational or social purposes;

1 3 times a week

1 3 times a week

Never

Nearly everyday

Never

; I work at or own a business on or near Pine
Hollow Road; I or a family member attend
132 Highlands Elementary School;

Nearly everyday

Never

Never

Nearly everyday

Never

I reside on or near Pine Hollow Road; I or a
family member attend Highlands Elementary
133 School;
Nearly everyday

1 3 times a week

1 3 times a week

Nearly everyday

Never

; I regularly travel across or along Pine Hollow
Road for recreational or social purposes; I or a
family member attend Pine Hollow Middle
School; I or a family member attend
134 Highlands Elementary School;
Nearly everyday

A few times a year

Never

Nearly everyday

Never

I reside on or near Pine Hollow Road; I
regularly travel across or along Pine Hollow
Road for recreational or social purposes; I or a
family member attend Highlands Elementary
135 School;
1 3 times a week

1 3 times a week

A few times a year

Nearly everyday

Never

; I regularly travel across or along Pine Hollow
Road for recreational or social purposes; I or a
family member attend Pine Hollow Middle
School; I or a family member attend
136 Highlands Elementary School;
1 3 times a month

Never

Never

Nearly everyday

Never

I reside on or near Pine Hollow Road; I
regularly travel across or along Pine Hollow
Road for recreational or social purposes; I or a
family member attend Clayton Valley Charter
137 High School;
1 3 times a month

Never

Never

Nearly everyday

Never

I reside on or near Pine Hollow Road; I
regularly travel across or along Pine Hollow
138 Road for recreational or social purposes;

Never

Never

Nearly everyday

Never

Nearly everyday

Survey Responses

ID

Q7 How important do
you feel the following
items are to the
improvement of Pine
Hollow Road? Reduced
traffic speeds

Q7 How important do you
feel the following items are
to the improvement of Pine
Hollow Road? Improved
traffic circulation/less
congestion

Q7 How important do
you feel the following
items are to the
improvement of Pine
Hollow Road? Wider or
new sidewalks

Q7 How important do you
feel the following items are
to the improvement of Pine
Hollow Road? Improved
pedestrian safety (e.g.
crosswalks)

1

4

1

2

3

2

1

2

4

3

Q7 How important do you
feel the following items are
to the improvement of Pine
Hollow Road?
Improvements for people
with disabilities

5

Q7 How important do you
feel the following items are
to the improvement of Pine
Hollow Road? Improved
or new bikeways

6

Q7 How important do you
feel the following items are
to the improvement of Pine Q8 Are there any other priorities that
Hollow Road? Improved should be considered for Pine Hollow
aesthetics (e.g. street trees) Road?

7

Q10 Please
provide your
Q9 What is home zip code
your age?
below:

no

36 45

94517

Speeding, using Pine Hollow as a cut
through to Ygnacio Valley road

36 45

94521

3

1

No

46 55

94517

4

1

..

46 55

94517

5

1

6

7

8

1

5

7

6

3

9

10

Gravel trucks go way over the speed
limit when returning to the Quarry
Entrance to Quarry road, maybe one of
those flashing stop signs or a limit line
that's further up than the crosswalk.
Also the trucks sometimes speed down
PH, maybe truck (only) speed limit s/be
reduced to 25

2

2

1

1

2

4

7

5

3

2

1

2

4

56 and older 94521

4

Making sure the kids are safe crossing
Pine hollow.

36 45

94521

6

The way that it clogs at the stop sign by
Krona and the entrance to Krona is
confusing and possibly dangerous.

46 55

94521

94517

5

Dedicated alternative to the road
36 45
Enforcement of existing traffic laws:
during morning commute times there
are frequently speeders on Pine Hollow,
coming down Mitchell Canyon or El
Camino from Clayton Road to get onto
Ygnacio. Additionally, sometimes the
amount of traffic coming down Pine
Hollow from Mitchell Canyon can make it
difficult to turn onto Pine Hollow from El
Camino.
36 45

1

3

56 and older 94521

94517

11

1

12

4

1

3

2

none

36 45

94521

36 45

94517

6

7

We generally don't bike on Pine Hollow
because of the condition of or lack of
sidewalks or bike lanes. If we actually
had a dedicated bike lane we would bike
on it all the time!
46 55

94517

94517

3

3

94517

Cut back trees. Allow for trash cans to
not be in street.

5

6

46 55

1

1

5

Help directing traffic for schools and
crosswalks.

14

2

2

56 and older 94517

7

4

1

no

13

15

4

2

16

1

2

4

3

6

7

5

Speed bumps near Mt Diablo Elementary
or a gate at Mt Zion and Pine Hollow to
not allow thru traffic. The road has
become a common route for people
commuting to cut through.
36 45

17

7

5

1

2

6

3

4

NA

36 45

94517

3

In some cases Pine Hollow is used to
bypass around other business streets
during high commute time including
Ygnacio Valley Road.

36 45

94517

Traffic calming, more police presence
near the elementary school, additional
crosswalks and more stop signs on
Atchinson Stage Rd.
36 45
The biggest issue is traffic congestion
especially during school drop off snd pick
up times.
36 45

94517

No

94517

18

7

1

4

5

6

2

19

2

1

4

3

7

5

6

20

4

1

3

2

6

5

7

21

1

2

36 45

94517

22

3

6

2

1

5

23

24

4

2

1

We live on El Camino and there is a slight
hill when driving East right before our
street. This creates limited visibility of
anyone crossing Pine Hollow by bike or
foot at El Camino. Its extremely
dangerous for kids, especially without
sidewalks or a crosswalk at this point in
the street. So I never let my kids cross.
They have to go several blocks down to
Pennsylvania or to Mitchell Canyon Road
to cross safely. This is my biggest
concern. Sidewalks and safe crosswalks
for pedestrians and bikers.
36 45

94517

1

not that i can think of

46 55

94517

3

Safety for students and less congestion

46 55

94517

4

7

25

1

6

2

3

5

4

7

Slowing people down

36 45

94517

26

5

1

3

2

6

4

7

46 55

94517

27

5

4

1

2

7

3

6

17 or
younger

94517

28

1

2

3

4

6

5

7

N/A
The big rig vehicles need to use an
alternative route for the morning drop to
be safe for children attending school in
that area.
The insane amount of pot holes and
dust! The gravel trucks are ruining this
road and are a huge danger to all the
kids that attend the 3 schools on this
route.

36 45

94517

29

1

4

3

2

6

5

7

94521

30

5

3

4

1

6

2

7

No
26 35
Big Rig Trucks should not be allowed on
these roads during school drop off/pick
up hours. It's so dangerous.
46 55

31

1

7

2

3

6

5

4

slow down, vehicles!

36 45

94518

The road condition, asphalt, is extremely
bumpy. It has been repaired several
times and continues to be a mess. This is
not helped by the quarry trucks. For
what we pay in property taxes, the road
should be improved upon greatly.
36 45

94521

32

1

2

4

3

94517

33

6

5

34

1

2

35

7

37

1

6

1

3

2

1

5

4

3

1

1

1

1

41

3

4

1

5

2

1

4

3

6

2

7

6

1

Safer for pedestrians and bikes
The quality of the road is very poor,
needs to be repaved.

46 55

94521

26 35

94521

True count of cars going to/from the
schools

36 45

94521

No

46 55

94517

N/a

56 and older 95421

Four lanes from Ygnacio Valley Rd. To
Jeffrey Ranch

46 55

The speed limit needs to be enforced.
Stagger the start times for the schools

56 and older 94521

Traffic WAY too fast with all the students
walking. Not safe at all and WAY too
much traffic
46 55

40

43

2

2

38

42

7
3

2

36

39

4

3

2

7

4

94521

94517

5

N/a
56 and older 94518
Consider a stoplight at Pennsylvania and
Pine Hollow to better control pedestrian
and vehicle traffic when school begins in
the morning and when it ends in the
afternoon
56 and older 94521

5

Creating efficiency and ease of Clayton
Valley Charter traffic before and after
school has to be a priority.

46 55

94517

44

1

3

45

2

1

46

1

2

3

4

7

47

7

2

3

1

48

2

6

1

49

3

1

50

7

51

2

52
53

5

7

in general, slow the traffic down

5

6

no
56 and older 84521
During times of low congestion, too
many cars use Pine Hollow as a way to
speed and avoid the Clayton Road traffic
signals.
26 35
94517

5

4

6

no

4

3

5

7

4

2

6

5

7

1

3

6

5

4

2

3

4

1

6

5

7

Thank you this is much needed and
appreciated work!
If there were to be an overpass on
Pinehollow Rd & Pennsylvania St at the
corner of Highlands elementary you can
eliminate the 3 way Stop & add a traffic
light, that could keep traffic moving
more smoothly & safely
My daughter says the road is very ugly
with poor sidewalks and bad
landscaping. She says shes embarrassed
when people use Pine Hollow Rd. to get
to our house.
the school children need to be safe from
cars and quarry trucks
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3

No

6

1

3

2

4

less traffic
46 55
Maybe work with YVR to make the flow
of traffic go with the lights. I constantly
hit every light going down YVR. If this
were fixed many drivers would avoid
PHR
36 45
A pedestrian / bike overpass at YVR and
Pine Hollow/Alberta; Many comments
support this. Please don't reduce speeds
any further.
IIRC, the YVR corridor was originally
planned as a freeway from 680/24 to
Hwy 4 in Pittsburg, some aspects of the
road reflect this (no sidewalks, poor
lighting)
46 55
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56 and older 94521

46 55

94521

36 45

94521

46 55

94521

46 55

94517

46 55

94517

56 and older 94517
94518

94517

94521
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thank you

56 and older 94517

1

No

56 and older 94517
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2

4

I have 2 grandsons that ride their bikes
to and from school everyday.
So bicycle safety is paramount.

56 and older 94521
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2

4

pot holes/street condition

46 55

4

3

5

1

Better maintenance of vegetation

56 and older 94521

4

It would be great to make sure the
crosswalks are accessible and the traffic
speeds are controlled.
56 and older 94521
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94517
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7
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4

When the streets are re paved, it needs
to be done in coordination with other
work (cable, electric, sewer) so that
when the paving is new, it doesn't get
torn up immediately by other work.
56 and older 94521

63

3
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5

Might LARGE roundabouts be an option
in some places?
56 and older 94521
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66

1
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6

I think you've covered all the bases.
56 and older 94518
Speed bumps on Alberta Way! More
police enforcement of stop sign runners
at Alberta/Greenmeadow, cement
barriers to protect pedestrians on
Alberta from cars jumping curbs.
56 and older 94521

I drive Pine Hollow to specifically avoid
Ygnacio and Clayton roads, which are
horrible. Please focus on those.

36 45

94517

67

68

The intersection at pine hollow and
Alberta is a visually confusing
intersection. It is a very difficult
intersection to safely get through on a
bike. And a unsafe pedestrian crossing
thorough fare for the Clayton Valley
charter high school. Students are not
safe parking off of Pine Hollow where
they are directed to Park and crossing
over Ygnacio Valley Road to Alberta to
get to the high school. Students at the
high school are directed to park off of
Pine Hollow to ease parking congestion
in the neighborhoods around the high
school. Students and families avoid
doing this because the intersection is an
unsafe travel for the students to get a
crossed in the morning and afternoon to
get to the school and back to their cars. 46 55
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Traffic congestion during weekdays

94517

56 and older 94521

People drive way to fast Clayton people
using it as a super highway. Most do not
stop at the stop sign on Pennsylvania
which ironically is next to two schools
and a park. Please put a stop light there. 46 55
Blinking student crosswalk. Sometimes
the kids just walk across too, without
even looking to be sure cars stop.
26 35
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6
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6
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71

2

1

Mas luzes para , hacer mas Covid cita
peatonal y reducir la velocidad

46 55

94521

5

3

2

94521
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1
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74

75

7

6

1

2

4

94521

6

4

People in a hurry on the way home to
Clayton use Pine Hollow as a speedway.
Many hardly ever stop at the stop sign
on Pine Hollow and Pennsylvania. Add a
stop light vs a stop sign if that's what it is
going to take.
46 55

5

4

More presence from Concord PD to help
control the speeding by cars.
46 55

94521

Four way stop for crossing Ygnacio

36 45

94521

County Connection service for school
feeder patterns

56 and older 94521
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94521
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77

6

4
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1
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3

7

Improve the Northern sidewalk on Pine
Hollow between Rolling Woods and
Missouri.
36 45
Besides so many schools being so close
to each other its so congested its
dangerous to have kids walking, which
causes even more congestion. Then the
folks goin to work get frustrated, cut
through Crystal Ranch or run through
what they can to bypass all the school
traffic. If safer for kids to walk/bike it
may help those going to work and cause
less issues
36 45
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Strive to make it as safe and efficient as
possible for school pickups and drop
offs.
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84

1
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4
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76

85

1

4

1

3

36 45

94521

94521

94521

Repave
Improve setup for pedestrian walkways
and intersections around the 2 schools,
improve traffic flow around Highlands
Elementary

56 and older 94521

No

56 and older 94521

7

No

46 55

5

6

N/A

56 and older 94521

6

7

na

36 45

94521

2

Please make sure what ever is done on
Alberta way to mitigate traffic doesn't
increase traffic on Ayers. Long ago the
City ensured residents on Ayers that NO
traffic except for busses would be
allowed to cross Ygnacio into the Cal
State. With out notice the City changed
this and overall traffic an speed on Ayers
continues to worsen, and we have had
pedestrian death. No traffic speed
survey has been completed for ever,
they say there is no safe place to put the
radar but I'm sure it has more to do with
how much people drive over the speed
limit. We need a traffic circle at Turtle
Creek Rd or speed bumps. Also the two
lanes that start towards the Vineyard
need to be made back to one with a bike
lane, too may more close calls with
pedestrians, some one else will be ran
over with the speed people drive. Please
help both streets. thank you
46 55

94521

36 45

94521

94521

The overall look and then the speed
would be my priorities. I think more
trees would give it a neighborly feel,
which may help people to be more
mindful of the speed. Right now it looks
like a highway to speed on.
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sidewalks
18 25
Would there be a way to add an alert
sign like there is coming up Ygnacio
Valley Road at Cowell that will indicate if
a light will be changing to red? I notice
that people will speed through and blow
through the yellow and even red lights at
Ygnacio and Pine Hallow to try to avoid
getting stopped there.
36 45
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7
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School pick up and drop off times are a
mess.

36 45

94521

90

1

airborne particulates from the silica
spread by the quarry and the trucks

46 55

94521
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Foot traffic safety
26 35
94521
The schools on pine hollow need to go
back to having crossing guards.
56 and older 94521
Between YVR and Rolling Woods people
speed, making entering/exiting New
Hampshire Dr very dangerous as turning
right onto PHW is a blind turn due to
shrubs near 5205 PHW
36 45
94521

3

It is mostly good as is. I could not justify
any improvements given Pine hollow in
good shape.
46 55

94521

1

More Flashing crosswalks and more
police presence during school drop off
and pick up times

36 45

94521

1

Please put in sidewalks and a traffic light
at Pennsylvania. Its just not safe for our
kids to walk two blocks to school :(
46 55

94521
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1

Safety near the shops should be #1
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Speed bumps
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None
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No
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Reduce truck traffic and dirt/dust

56 and older 94517
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106

6

56 and older 94521

stop light at Pine Hollow Rd and
Pennsylvania Blvd
36 45
Improved safety area around pine hollow
ms and highland
46 55
Traveling from
pine Hollow to Alberta is a weird
intersection (crossing Ygnacio Valley
Road)especially with the entrance to the
college/play fields. I would like to see
designated lanes and better markings on
this area. Im surprised there are not
more accidents there. There are 3
schools directly on this road. More focus
needs to be on pedestrian safety
especially children.
36 45

94521
94521

94517

1

The entrance to the 76 station is prone
to accidents because of the limited sight
lines.
46 55

94517

108 1
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I am on the corner of pine hollow and
Mitchell Canyon and many cars roll
through the intersection. Late at night I
can hear cars speeding by and I know
they are not stopping at the intersection 36 45

94517
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Remove the pine trees.

94521
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46 55

110
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7

112 2

113 1

5
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4

1

Better clean up of gravel rocks from the
quarry. Have had several rock chips on
my vehicles from the m.
26 35

94521

3

N/a

94521

Trim back trees (trucks hit them and they
hit the wires)
46 55
Pine Hollow Road is in horrible condition.
It should be repaved on a bi yearly basis
due to the gravel trucks. The city should
have the gravel quarry pay for some of
the repaving. If you drive on Pine Hollow
Road into Clayton you definitely notice
how much smoother their section is
compared to Concord. This seems to be
because of a lack of gravel trucks, or
maybe they just repair more often, or
both.
46 55
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94521

94521

46 55

94521

Trees& bushes need to be kept trimmed
down for better visibility
36 45

94521

The noise level is getting higher with the
traffic on Pine Hollow
56 and older 94521
Consider a signal light at Pine
Hollow/Discovery Way.
46 55
94521
Repave the Alberta. Its over used
because of the school. Ive lived here for
12 years and its never been done
94521
46 55

No
36 45
The roadway is in awful condition and
the quarry traffic makes it worse. Speed
is a big problem. Trying to turn on and
off PHR is dangerous because people are
speeding through.
46 55

94521

94521
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2
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94521

7

Road condition
36 45
Pedestrian safety 100% the big rigs that
turn and stop in the intersection making
it unsafe for children crossing for
school/home or other pedestrians
36 45
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Smoother surface
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Pedestrian and Bike Safety!
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No
36 45
Rolling the traffic lights along YV, maybe
speed bumps along Pine Hollow and
Alberta to slow people down
36 45
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No
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Student safety

56 and older 94521
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Pine Hollow needs to be made safer for
Bicyclists, it's far safer than Clayton road
for bikes when going from CVH to
Clayton.
46 55
So many schools in this area it's
dangerous for pedestrians and drivers. It
was better when there was a crossing
guard at Pennsylvania and PineHollow. 36 45
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None
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Make it safe for the kids who go to
school.
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n/a
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133 1
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94521

94517

134

135 1

4

Flashing lights at crosswalk near schools.
Crossing guards during school hours.
36 45
Please!!!!!! Have the trucks from gravel
company SLOW down!!!! And have them
PAY for the streets they damage the
streets with all the traffic... also the cross
walk from Highlands Elementary to
Pinehollow is so Dangerous need yo have
stop lights or flashing lights.. a crossing
guard!!! Happy to hear this os finally
going to be a priority
36 45

2

Please make the roads as safe as
possible for all of the school children in
the area. Put in stoplights. More police
patrols to stop speeding cares. Put in
cameras to help catch drivers that speed. 46 55
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The road itself is torn up and should be
more well maintained with a median and
a stop sign at El Camino and Pine Hollow. 56 and older 94517
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Monitor the speed of the trucks traveling
from the quarry.
56 and older 94521

